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Schedule a Demo
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Schedule Demo
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Why Choose Staylist
 





Innovative RV Park & Campground Management Software
 
















 















Elevate Your Campground with Staylist
 





 Whether you’re enhancing your store’s efficiency, seeking innovative solutions, or prioritizing ease of use and customer experience, Staylist is the answer. It streamlines reservations with a sleek online booking system and an intuitive availability calendar, saving time for your campers. Discover the simplicity and guest-friendly features of Staylist – the smart choice for a modern campground reservation software.
 









 
Get a Demo — It’s Free





















Trusted by 30,000+ Campsites Nationwide
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SIMPLIFIED, INTUITIVE SOFTWARE
 





Marketing Channels and Business Insights

 





Staylist elevates your RV resort with powerful business insights and expansive marketing integration. Enhance your reach and grow your rental business through our seamless connection with diverse marketing channels. Our software boasts robust email marketing features, perfect for engaging campers and boosting customer loyalty with special offers. Additionally, Staylist simplifies payment processing, offering secure and reliable financial management. Experience the convenience and confidence of managing your business with Staylist.
 









 
Explore Features
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Intuitive and User-Friendly Campground Software

Are you looking for easy-to-use software? Look no further. Staylist is an intuitive and user-friendly software system that’s preferred by both hosts and guests. With just a few clicks on your mobile device, you can save time, process payments for sites, and much more.
Staylist is designed to be easy to use, even for those who are not tech-savvy. The interface is simple and straightforward, allowing owners to navigate through various features quickly.
The Staylist software is web-based, meaning you can access it from any device, including mobile devices. This makes it easier for you to manage reservations and other tasks on the go.
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Affordable and Effective Reservation System for Managing Campgrounds

We understand that you’re looking for cost-effective solutions. Staylist is not only affordable but also packed with features that can help increase revenue.
With Staylist, you can streamline operations, all while saving time and money. Our reservation system is designed to be efficient and effective, helping you keep track of occupied space and optimize the booking process.
Staylist also includes an interactive map, allowing you to provide guests with an overview of your RV park or campground. This feature helps to improve customer satisfaction and encourages more campsite reservations.




 
















Comprehensive Software for Campground Management
 


















Business Management

Staylist campground management software offers comprehensive business management features designed to streamline your operations. With real-time analytics and data, you can optimize your best listings and increase revenue. The platform also provides memory-based cloud storage for seamless bookings, organized live grids, and lock features to prevent cart abandonment, making it an essential tool for efficient reservation management.




Booking + Reservations

Staylist simplifies the entire booking process, making it easier for groups, individuals, and even recurring guests to secure their reservations online with a reservation portal that enhances the guest experience. With features like interactive click + drag bookings and the ability to complete a reservation in under 20 minutes, the platform is designed for efficiency. Additional functionalities like orphan nights to maximize occupancy and interactive maps in map mode further enhance the user experience, making Staylist the go-to software for owners.




SMS + Communication

Staylist’s Communication + SMS features offer the latest technology at your fingertips, streamlining the way you engage with travelers. With two-way SMS communication and contactless check-in options, guests can easily get in touch without needing to download an app. The platform also allows guests to request add-ons with the click of a button, enhancing guest satisfaction and making Staylist an indispensable software system.




Pricing + Billing

Staylist’s Pricing + Billing features are designed to boost your revenue through easy automated billing tools and dynamic pricing strategies. With no subscription fees for hosts and guest booking fees that never exceed $10, the platform offers a cost-effective solution. Secure billing and rapid processing are ensured through Stripe, and optional credit card fees give you the flexibility you need in your easy to use pms.




Reporting + Analytics

Staylist’s Reporting + Analytics features offer robust real-time tools designed to help you maximize revenue. With data that keeps track of guest preferences, cancellation reports, and insights into past, current, and future check-ins, you’ll have all the information you need at your fingertips. The platform also provides daily payments and refunds by user, making it a comprehensive tool for owners who want to stay ahead of the curve.




POS System

Staylist’s Point of Sale system, a pos system, features modern, upgraded POS functions that streamline the way you organize orders and process payments in your store. With an integrated point-of-sale system that comes with memory-saving data, you can easily track and organize inventory anywhere. The platform also allows you to generate purchase orders and optimize barcode capability, making it an indispensable tool for efficient payment processing and inventory management.
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All-in-One Property Management System with Maps & Add-Ons

Staylist isn’t just another system for park management; it’s a complete software suite that enables businesses to manage reservations, track sales, and even handle point of sale transactions.
Our cloud-based solution integrates various features into a unified platform, making it the ultimate software for property owners in the hospitality industry. With Staylist, you can support guest reservations, process payments, and even handle email marketing campaigns.
Staylist software also includes OTA channel manager functionality, allowing you to support your online presence across multiple platforms. This feature is particularly useful to maximize your online visibility.




 







Reservation Management Software for the Modern Age Resort

In today’s fast-paced world, you need technology that can keep up. Staylist offers a range of key features, from interactive site maps to advanced pricing strategies that work automatically, all designed to help your team stay ahead of the curve.
Staylist is designed to be flexible and adaptable, meeting the needs of various property types. Staylist has the features you need to manage your business effectively.
Staylist also includes a booking engine, allowing you to manage each site reservation with ease. Our booking engine is designed to be user-friendly, making it easy for guests to make online reservations and for you to manage them.




 
















AFFORDABLE, EASY MANAGEMENT
 





Support Team and Training

 





Staylist ensures you focus on your guests and campsite management, with a dedicated support team ready to assist. Our software comes with extensive training resources, tailored to enhance your expertise in campground management, regardless of your experience level. These support tools are crafted to refine your skills for more effective business management. Additionally, Staylist features robust tools for monitoring monthly revenue and vital business metrics, designed to offer essential insights for efficiently managing your RV park or campground.
 









 
Explore Plans + Pricing







































Successfully Proven By More Parks

Staylist is trusted by over 30,000 campsites across the U.S. Our campground software is designed to meet the unique needs of both large and small accommodation facilities.
With our online reservation software, you can easily manage reservations and set rates, even from mobile devices. Our software is designed to be accessible and easy to use, making it the perfect choice for business owners who want to streamline their operations.
Our software also includes features for channel management, allowing you to manage your online presence across multiple platforms. This is particularly useful for RV parks and campgrounds that want to maximize their online visibility.




 







Guest Dashboard for a Better Camper Experience

Software that helps you provide an excellent experience for your customers and enhance campground operations is our top priority. Our guest portal allows visitors to check availability calendars on your booking page, make online bookings, and so much more.
With Staylist, collecting payments and providing great customer service has never been easier. Our software includes features for text messaging, allowing you to communicate with guests in real-time as they travel to your park and while they are on property.
The Staylist guest portal is also mobile-friendly, allowing guests to manage their bookings from their mobile devices. This feature helps encourage more online bookings so guests don’t have to call.
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RV Park Software Trusted by Owners & Operators Like You
 









 










 
















“
 





 
The key thing is it has to be easy for me, or the team, to be able to make that reservation for you. No guest who wants to book a reservation wants to be waiting until an employee figures out how to get to where they need to be with stuff.




Kathy Chittenden

RV Resort General Manager





































 



























“
 






Staylist has really revolutionized the entire park for us. We’ve gone from an analogue system to a true digital system.




Neil Turner

RV Resort & Marina, Owner





































 



























“
 






My Standard Operating Procedures for other systems was a 12-day process for their training, I am now at a 3 day process for training, and the third day really is just the cherry on top to make sure that they know everything.




Neil Turner

RV Resort & Marina Owner





































 



























“
 






Working with Jeff Reed, he listens to what you have to say, he thinks about what you’re saying, and he looks at a way to incorporate that for your resort, and he also looks at that for a way that he may be able to incorporate it at other resorts. Which, to me, that just speaks volumes.




Kathy Chittenden

RV Resort, General Manger















































 




























Want to Learn More About Staylist?

 















 
Get a Demo
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Schedule a Demo
 









ONLINE
 





Schedule an online demo with one of our team members right now.
 





 







FIRST NAME 





LAST NAME 





PHONE 





EMAIL 





CAMPGROUND OR BUSINESS NAME 





CAMPGROUND LOCATION 


 

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carilina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming









TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR NEEDS: 
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GIVE US A CALL
 





	


 
865-205-0210
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